
Make America Great Again with the Following Government Reforms 
REFORM THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION: 
Please see, “Make America Great Again by Reforming Department of Education” on www.theUSAparty.com 
website. 
Part 1:  The federal government should only provide student loans with a maximum amount per year of one fourth of the 

expected salary after graduation for that four-year degree. 

For example, if someone graduates with an engineering degree and it's expected to make an average $100,000 per year with 

that degree, then the government should loan this student a maximum of $25,000 per year for each of the four years to 

attend school; otherwise the student can end up with crippling student loans and a degree that isn’t financial beneficial as 

appose to no college degree. 

Part 2:  The Federal Government should only provide student loans to those states that have implemented a school voucher 

system for primary and secondary education.  If charter schools are such a good idea for some students (to be taught outside 

of the established school system) then why not make charter schools and private schools available to ALL students via a 

state voucher system. 

Part 3:  The federal government should not support active discrimination at the university levels; therefore, no federal 

student loans should be issued to a student that attends any university whose student population has more than 90% of one 

sex, or more than 90% of one race, or more than 90% of one religion. 

Part 4a:  The federal government should not support one political ideology over another via the higher education system.  

Therefore, all liberal arts classes, professors, and lessons should be taught from a neutral political bias point of view or 

equal amount of time presented from opposing opinions.  Tertiary Education has become a bastion of liberal indoctrination 

as a result of most of the educators supporting Democrats and Liberal causes.  In order to ensure equal education for all, the 

Federal government should not provide student loans or research grants to schools and universities that don’t reflect the 

general population in political terms.  Since the general population is 26% GOP and 29% Democrats, the Federal 

government should not support any school whose educators are more than 52% GOP or more than 58% Democrats. 

Part 4b:  The federal government should not support one political ideology over another via the broadcast from higher 

education school systems; either end funding for public broadcasting or provide equal time and equal coverage.  For 

example, if a state university broadcasts NPR, other higher education schools within that state that provide equal coverage 

must broadcast a conservative network, otherwise no federal funding should be provided for students of any school in that 

state.  No funding should go to fund broadcasting NPR in overlapping markets. 

Part 5:  The education of US citizens is strictly a function by the states; the US Dept of Education spends over $70.7B and 

does not educate one student.  Therefore, the Dept of Education functions should be limited to providing student loans and 

PELL grants as well as monitoring and reporting the educational performance of the states versus other countries.   

Part 6:  Funding for PELL grants should be limited to being equal to the amount of the total budget for NASA. 

Part 7:  If H.R. 899 by Congressman Massie (to terminate the Department of Ed) is not passed; The DoED should be 

demoted to the Office of Education. 
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